
Reading and Language Arts 
SOLS – 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 

 
- use phonics, meaning cues and language structure when 
reading 
- use information in the story to read words 
- use knowledge of sentence structure when reading to 
expand vocabulary 
- read fiction and nonfiction, using a variety of strategies 
independently 
- read and demonstrate comprehension of fiction and non-
fiction 
- identify main idea in fiction and nonfiction 
- summarize stories with beginning, middle and end in cor-
rect sequence 
- read with fluency, accuracy and expression 

 
Word Study 
LCENG 1 & 2 

- compare and contrast categories of word features 
- sort a list of words using spelling patterns 

Oral Communication  
SOLS - 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 

 
- use correct verb tenses when speaking 
- expand listening and speaking vocabularies 
- retell information shared by others 
 

Written Communication  
SOLS – 2.11,2.12, 2.13, 2.14 

Units of Study:  
Research Based Nonfiction Writing; Realistic Fiction 
- generate ideas, organize with beginning, middle and end 
- revise writing for clarity and include details 
- edit writing for correct grammar, capitalization,  
   punctuation and spelling 
- use apostrophes, contractions and possessives 
 

Handwriting 
- use D’Nealian Handwriting 
- maintain legible manuscript and begin transition to  
  cursive 

 
Math  

SOLS – 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.12, 
2.13,2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17, 2.20 

 
Unit 1 - Routines: Place value, skip counting, addition/
subtraction facts, estimate, round and compare, time, cal-
endar, temperature, data 
Unit 7 -Time & Temperature 
- tell time to the 5 minutes 
- read calendar 
- read temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius 
- number patterns 
Unit 8—Geometry & Fractions 
- symmetry 
- compare Plane & Solid Geometric Figures 
- fractions 
- patterns 
Unit 9—Skip Counting & Money 
- money 
- patterns 

 

Social Sciences 
SOLS – 2.1,2.3, 2.4, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 

 
- geography and its effects on people an countries 
- compare change in community life over time in terms of 
building, jobs, transportation & population 
- ancient cultures:  
  China & Egypt 
- economics: natural, capital & human resources; barter vs.   
   money; meeting human needs 
 

 

 
Science 

SOLS – 2.1, 2.2, 2.6 
 

- scientific investigation 
- magnets 
- solids, liquids, gases 
 

 
 
 
 

Health and Family Life 
SOLS - 2.1, 2.2 

 
- body systems 
- disease prevention 
- benefits of physical activity and exercise 
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